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Well Members it seems like only yesterday that the Spring edition was put to bed!!!!  

This edition has concentrated on the problems which come with a long, hot summer, covering items such as heatstroke, 

snakes, keeping cool, mozzies and toxic plants. 

A quick reminder that there will be a Special General Meeting held at HQ 7.30pm on Monday 18th January 2016 to vote 

on and discuss the items on the G.S.D.C.A.’s A.G.M. Agenda.  Members can read the agenda online by visiting 

www.gsdcouncilaustralia.org  and click on 2016 GSDCA AGM to view all documents which are relevant to the meeting. 

Socialisation is back this month and it is good to see so many taking advantage of the evenings at Headquarters and at 

Otago Park.  Lots of puppy enquiries and new members joining and utilising their free training certificates which are 

handed out by our breeders—keep up the good work. 

Please refer to the calendar at the back of the Spring edition for the year’s planned events—I will be sending out the 

monthly calendars via email.   

As always we are on the look out for volunteers—Special mention is someone to clean the toilets at HQ on a regular 

basis and also someone to sweep out the clubhouse fortnightly.  Please feel free to let me know if you would like to take 

on one of these tasks—editor@gsdawa.org.  These are not arduous tasks however they are a couple of jobs I would like 

to unload if possible. 

Until next time—stay safe, stay cool and keep your dogs extra– specially safe.  Margaret 
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GSDA OF WA POINTSCORE WINNERS 2016 SHOW  

Youth Handlers 

      Senior    Peyton Burgess 

      Intermediate  Carson Pikkert 

      Junior   Mitchell Shea 

AGE GROUPS 

 

Stock Coat Classes 

Best Baby Dog – Sabaranburg Pharaohs Gold   Owners: B & L Lubbock 

Best Baby Bitch – Sabaranburg Oria     Owners: B & L Lubbock 

Best Minor Puppy Dog – Hauosin Xrated    Owners: T Roberts & B Pereira 

Best Minor Puppy Bitch – Madrodish The Bitch is Back Owner: R Spencer 

Best Puppy Dog – LaShadas Quan     Owners: R & S Hosking 

Best Puppy Bitch – Awatea Waratha Blossum   Owners: D & C Willis 

Best Junior Dog – Grandwest Whizkid     Owners: D & C Willis 

Best Junior Bitch – Iccara Silhoutte AZ     Owners: S Woollard & C Mailata 

Best Intermediate Dog - *Iccara Catchthattiger AZ   Owner: K Harris 

Best Intermediate Bitch - *Bruvic Chelseas Captivation AZ  Owners: V Knight & C Gallacher 

Best Open Dog - *Maerceci Avon Valley AZ Exc Merit   Owners: C Baker & B Wedge 

Best Open Bitch - *Ch Friedental Bliss Fulicious AZ ET Exc Merit 

                               Owners: N Humphries & C Gallacher 

 

 

 

 

Long Stock Coat Classes 

Best Baby Dog LSC– Friedental Chilli Factor    Owner: N Humphries 

Best Baby Bitch LSC - Hausosin Zeva       Owner K Harris 

        - Iccara Pandora Paragon     Owners S Woollard & C Mailata 

Best Minor Puppy Dog LSC—Hausosin Zsiga    Owner K Harris 

Best Minor Puppy Bitch LSC – Hausosin Zeva    Owner K Harris 

Best Junior Bitch LSC – Grandwest Utara    Owners D & C Willis 

Best Intermediate Bitch LSC – Grandwest Utara   Owners D & C Willis 

Top Show Dog LSC – Hausosin Zsiga     Owner K Harris 

Runner Up Top Show Dog LSC – Grandwest Utara   Owners D & C Willis 
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Perpetual Trophies 

Best WA Bred Dog     Grandwest Utara   Owners D & C Willis 

Most Consistent Show Dog     Grandwest Utara  Owners D & C Willis  

 

 

 

 

 

Top Show Dog of the Year  

*Ch Friedental Bliss Fulicious AZ ET EXC Merit  Owners: N Humphries & C Gallacher 

Runner Up Show Dog of the Year  

*Ch Seigen Suris Alfie AZ Exc Merit    Owners: T Roberts & C Gallacher 
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Dear Members 

For those who are new to the Association we would like to advise you that we 

are sponsored by Mars Pet Foods and we have the opportunity to supply you 

with your dog’s feeding requirements at a discounted price.   

The savings you make on the purchase of 3 bags equals the price of an annual 

membership.  Well worth supporting us in rewarding our generous sponsors. 

At Retail outlets these bags would cost you between $116 and $126 per bag 

 

We have available for purchase 

  ADVANCE   20kgs       Active     $95.00  

      20kgs       Chicken    $95.00   

   20kgs       Large Puppy Growth $95.00   

Note these are usually only sold in 15kgs at retailers 

 

  ADVANCE  17kgs  Turkey and Rice  $85.00 

 

Food is available at Headquarters when training is taking place. 

Further enquiries to John Crace on  

Mobile: 0417 493 110 or Email:  crace.john@gmail.com 

 

  

mailto:crace.john@gmail.com
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In Remembrance of our lost friends 
IF EVER YOU NEED ME  

If ever you need me,   

I'll be right here,   

To chase away the sadness,   

And wipe away a tear.   

If ever you need me,   

I'll be two steps behind,   

To follow in your footsteps,   

And hear what's on your mind.   

If ever you need me,   

You'll never have to fear,   

That your presence isn't important,   

And your love isn't dear.   

If ever you need me,   

I'll always be around,   

to bring back the laughter,   

Where deep in your heart it's found.   

You'll never have to worry,   

For I'll always be here,   

To chase away the sadness,   

And wipe away a tear.   

I AM HERE FOR YOU!   

(even in spirit)  
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This cartoon was published Friday in the San Antonio Express News, and it hit me as a powerful state-

ment about the folly of leaving a pet in a vehicle in hot or even warm weather. 

“The Other Coast” comic strip is the work of Adrian Raeside who lives in Whistler, BC. To check out more 

of Adrian’s creations click on his Raeside Cartoon website. 

 

Something else that is important to remember during hot weather is that asphalt 

can get hot enough to burn a dog’s paws. You can check this with your own bare 

feet or hands. If you cannot keep your hands or bare feet on the asphalt for at least 

three seconds, it is too hot to safely walk your dog. This was brought home to me 

yesterday when Rick and I attended the Pet Expo at the Freeman Colliseum in San 

Antonio. The temperature was reading 104 in the parking lot, yet we saw tons of 

people walking their dogs on that scorching pavement. 

The Mutt Room 

http://raesidecartoon.com/
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Could members please ensure they clean up 

after their dogs—we have plenty of bags and 

deposit bins around                  Thank you 

7 Quick Fixes for Mosquito Bites 

Sometimes, despite our best intentions, the little buzzers manage to sneak a snack–on us!  

The next time you or your little ones get an itchy bug bite, try 

these quick and simple remedies. They are all kid-friendly and 

very effective, as well as being completely safe and natural. 

My favorite uses an ingredient you probably have sitting in a 

bowl on your kitchen countertop: Use banana peel to take the 

itch out of mosquito bites. Just rub the pulpy inside surface 

of the peel on the bite.  

Or try these remedies: 

 1. Rub the bite with soap. 

 2.  Apply an ice pack to the bite. 

 3.  Mix baking soda with enough water to make a paste and apply to the bite. 

 4.  Apply lavender and tea tree oils with a swab. 

 5.  Rub a piece of freshly-cut onion on the bite. 

 6.  A dab of toothpaste is soothing, too. 

Homemade mosquito trap 

1 cup of water 

1/4 cup of brown sugar 

1 gram of yeast 

1 2 litre bottle 

Cut the bottle I half 

Mix the brown sugar with hot water.                          

Let it cool  then pour in the bottom half of the bottle  

Add the yeast (it creates carbon dioxide which attracts the mozzies) 

Place the funnel part upside down and tape together 

Wrap the bottle in something black—mozzies are attracted to black—leaving the top uncovered 

and place it in an area outside away from your seating area.  Change the solution every two 

weeks to have continuous control. 
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What can I do in hot weather to prevent heatstroke in my pet? 

Heatstroke or heat stress is a state of hyperthermia (elevated core body temperature above the normal range) resulting in 

thermal injury to tissues. Heatstroke occurs when heat generation exceeds the body’s ability to lose heat. Heatstroke is a very 

serious condition: it can lead to multiple organ failure and animals can die quickly from heatstroke. 

What are the main predisposing factors? 

 A warm/hot, humid environment 

 Lack of adequate ventilation/air flow  

 Lack of adequate shade 

 Lack of adequate drinking water 

 Excessive exercise 

What are the signs of heatstroke? 

 Signs may vary between individuals, but commonly include:  

 Incessant panting (increases as heat stroke progresses) 

 Drooling, salivating 

 Agitation, restlessness 

 Very red or pale gums 

 Bright red tongue 

 Increased heart rate 

 Breathing distress 

 Vomiting, Diarrhoea (possibly with blood) 

 Signs of mental confusion, delirium 

 Dizziness, staggering 

 Lethargy, weakness 

 Muscle tremors 

 Seizures 

 Collapsing and lying down 

 Little to no urine production 

 Coma 

How do you avoid heatstroke for your pets? 

You can help to prevent heatstroke by ensuring your pets are kept in appropriate environmental conditions and being aware of 

the symptoms so action can be taken swiftly. 

 Provide pets with a cool, shaded area with good ventilation at all times - adequate ventilation and air flow are important 

as many animals cool down via evaporative cooling (panting) which requires adequate air flow. 

 Provide plenty of clean fresh water and extra water sources in case of spillage.   

 Bring animals indoors on hot, humid days if the indoor environment is cooler for the animal (e.g. air-conditioning, child-safe 

fans, open windows where possible and shade). 

 Small animals including rabbits, guinea pigs, ferrets, birds, rats and mice are highly susceptible to heat 

stress (which can be fatal). These animals are often confined in cages and hutches and are unable to move away 

to cooler places. Owners need to move these animals into a cool, shaded and well-ventilated area in hot weather. 

They also require clean, fresh drinking water at all times. On very hot days you may need to bring them into a cool 

place indoors, for example the laundry. 
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 Do not exercise animals in hot, humid conditions. On hot days try to walk your dog very early in the morning or 

very late in the afternoon when it is cool, and avoid the hottest part of the day. 

 Do not leave your dog in a car or vehicle - even when the windows are down dogs can still overheat and die. 

One study found that even on mild days the temperature inside the vehicle rises rapidly to dangerous levels. When 

the ambient temperature is 22°C the temperature inside a car can rise to over 47°C in 60 minutes. The high temper-

atures in the car combined with inadequate ventilation/air flow mean that the dog cannot thermo-regulate leaving 

them vulnerable to over-heating which can be fatal. Animals in these conditions suffer horribly - please don't risk it. 

See RSPCA NSW for more information. 

 Avoid hot sand, concrete, asphalt areas or any other areas where heat is reflected and there is no access to 

shade. 

How should you treat a pet with heatstroke? 

First step is to instigate Emergency First Aid at home - the aim of first aid is to help normalise body temperature. 

  Apply or spray tepid/cool water onto the animal’s fur/skin. Followed by fanning of the pet to maximise 
heat loss.  

 Wetting down the area around your pet can also help. 

 Don't use ice-cold water or ice as this may exacerbate the problem.  

 Then take your pet to the nearest Vet immediately. 
 
Heat stroke is an life threatening emergency - always see a vet.  

Even if your pet looks like they may be recovering or you just suspect they might have heat stroke they should still 
always be checked by a vet.  
Given the seriousness of this condition, it is better to be safe than sorry and have your pet checked out by a vet. 

 

How do vets help pets with heatstroke? 

Vets are trained to assess the severity of the heatstroke and then provide emergency medical treatment as required. 

They will check your pet’s body temperature & vital signs & then instigate emergency treatment which may include: 

 Putting your pet on a drip (intravenous fluids)   

 Cooling treatments e.g. cooling enemas 

 Supplemental oxygen 

 Medication as required 

 Blood tests to check organ function 

Ongoing monitoring and treatment as required 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Recommendations made in any of our articles are a guide only and  

are not a substitute for responsible veterinary treatment.  

http://www.rspcansw.org.au/the-issues/dogs-die-in-hot-cars
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More tips for taking care of pets in hot weather: 

 Dogs travelling on the back of utes are susceptible to burning their footpads/in contact body parts on the ute tray - many of 

which can get very hot in the sun. Owners need to cover the trays with a suitable material to prevent this problem and provide a 

shaded area.  Owners need to be aware of sunburn especially in pets with white, non-pigmented skin and a white-coloured coat. 

All animals are susceptible to heat stroke so owners need to make sure that they take active steps to prevent it.  

Other exacerbating factors can include: 

 Obesity 

 Brachycephalic breeds (short-nosed/flat-faced) e.g. Pugs, English bull dogs, French bulldogs, Pekingese and Persian and 

Himalayan cats. 

 Respiratory disease/breathing problems - laryngeal paralysis, collapsing trachea  

 Thick/long hair coat 

 Heart problems/Cardiovascular disease 

 Extremes in age (young/old) 

 Neurological disease 

 Excessive exercise 
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 Try this trick for keeping your pet 

cool this summer 

Mix water and chicken stock, add 

toys, carrots and treats—and freeze.  

This should keep your baby enter-

tained for hours on end in the back-

yard on a scorcher of a summer’s day 
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Why you shouldn't shave your double-coated dog 

Double coated dogs refer to the animals that, like Huskies, have two layers of fur. The first, or undercoat, are the fine, 

fluffy hairs that are short and crimp (closest to the skin). It's the fur that sheds; light and soft. This layer is excellent at 

trapping air and insulating the dog. Essentially it keeps them warm in the winter, and cool in the summer. 

The topcoat is made up of tougher guard hairs that don’t shed, and protect your pet from the sun’s harmful rays and bug 

bites. It actually insulates them from the heat. What this means is: do not shave your double coated dog. It’s a mistake to 

think you’re helping your animal stay cool, particularly in summer, when evolution has provided them exactly what they 

need to survive. By stripping them of their natural ability to heat and cool themselves, you could be doing more harm 

than good. 

A key piece of understanding in this matter is that, unlike humans; dogs do not cool themselves through their skin. At 

most, it is only the pads of their paws that sweat. Their main mode of cooling comes from panting. 

Some other common reasons folks shave their doubled coated dogs are the thinking that the animal will stop shedding. 

Pooches with undercoats shed, no two ways about it. But even after a shave, while the hair may be shorter, it can still 

shed. 

Another is, "it'll always grow back". Sometimes it will, other times it won't. The older the pooch is, the less likely it is that 

the topcoat of guard hairs will grow back. This leaves them with the undercoat, giving them a patchy, scruffy look. It can 

alter their coat for the rest of the dog's life. Not only does it look bad, but you can end up having to shave the hair con-

tinuously from then on and once again, you strip them of their natural ability to protect themselves. 

In conclusion, when you shave a double coated dog, you may irreparably impair their ability to properly heat/cool them-

selves and protect their skin. The best way to keep this kind of dog cool and comfortable is to regularly bathe and brush 

them. The only reason a person might need to shave their double coated dog is if the hair is so matted, it's the only op-

tion.  Double-coated dogs shed or “blow” their under-coat twice a year (spring and fall) requiring regular brushing. In the 

spring, a double-coated dog will shed the densely grown under-coat they sported for winter. They regrow a less dense 

summer under-coat which protects their skin. While this keeps your pet warm in winter, it also keeps the heat out in 

summer. This is not the same as a human (who sweats through the skin) wearing a fur coat. It is similar to the insulation 

in your home, keeping the indoors at a relatively ambient temperature compared to the weather outside. So getting rid of 

a double-coated dogs layers of fur (whether you call it shaving or trimming) removes this insulation. The hot sun will 

heat the dog more than if the fur is present to insulate him. You also increase the risk of sun burn and bug bites. 

Will the hair grow back the way it was? The under-coat will likely come back, but it’s the top layer (guard hair) that may 

not. This is dog, rather than breed specific. And while guard hairs do shed, they shed and replace themselves similarly 

to human head hair.  Is a double-coated dog happier after a shave? He may be happy, or may be reacting to the novelty 

of a state that isn't his norm. We project human attributes to animals all the time; it’s our nature. And yes, humans have 

had a hand in molding our dogs along with natural evolution but to varying degrees. 

Are dogs like Malamutes and Huskies uncomfortable in weather warmer than what they were designed for? It is likely, 

but there are more effective ways to keep your double-coated pet cool. Cool, fresh water at all times, frozen treats, ac-

cess to shade if outside, or air conditioning inside, etc. 

Like any hot button topic where there are opposing sides, you find clash. Whether or not you decide to shave your 

pooch is entirely up to you. Shaving down a Shih Tzu is an entirely different than shaving both layers (top and under-

coat) of a Husky or Pomeranian. Take this information and do right by your best friend, not just yourself. Are there legit 

medical reasons to shave a double-coated dog? Yes.  

Folks should be aware of the effects however.  

http://science.howstuffworks.com/dictionary/chemistry-terms/insulation-info.htm
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 Understanding Dogs 
Temperament in Dogs – Its Role in Decision Making 

 by Dr. Radcliffe Robins 
 
What is meant when we speak about the temperament of a dog?  This term is very often used, but very little understood 
by the users.  It is however clear that by using the term an attempt is being made to define or describe certain attributes 
of the dog’s behaviour.  What specifically is being described? 

 
How does the knowledge of temperament affect the decisions about the dog made by the shelter?  Should the dog be 
placed at all, or euthanased?  Should it be placed in a family with young children or in a single person household?  Is 
this dog temperamentally appropriate for an older person?  Will its mental characteristics allow it to be a good compan-
ion, and provide some measure of joy and comfort to its owners, or will it be a burden to them?   These are some of the 
questions that this presentation will help you to answer.  

 
Before giving a practical and working definition of temperament I would like to share with you a few variants that can be 
found in the literature. 

 
 1. Norma Bennett Woolf (Dog Owner’s Guide), describes temperament as “the general attitude a dog has towards other 
animals and people.”  She continues “Temperament is inherited but can be modified or enhanced by the environment.” 

 
 2. Two training specialist and canine behaviourists Joachim Volhard and Gail Fisher define Temperament as “the dog’s 
suitability for a specific task or function.”  They explain further,   “there are no good or bad temperaments,” only 
“suitable or unsuitable” ones. 

 
 3. GoodPooch.com supports Volhard and Fisher’s view and goes on to state, “Simply put,   the term "temperament" is 
similar to the word "personality." 

 
The above views suffer significant disadvantages.  

 
In the first case “general attitude” is an interpretation of the observer and lends itself to subjective interpretation.  The 
general attitude of a young boisterous, possibly dog aggressive Rottie, may mean something quite different to a police 
officer looking for a replacement dog, than to a young Mon who loves the breed.  Besides, the temperament of the dog 
may also be determined by its behaviour in environments devoid of animals and people; for example, dog in an en-
closed parking lot, dog left alone in a room. 

 
The second case stresses the task suitability or use of the dog, rather than its innate characteristics.  The external con-
trollable factors that the humans select, take precedence rather than the innate (genetic or congenital) characteristics of 
the dog.  But what indeed are the innate characteristics, how do these characteristics influence the use of the dog? 
In the third case it is clear that trying to understand or describe the “personality” of the individual dog is a daunting 
(scientific) task.   We do understand what the author is trying to say, but this understanding does not lend itself to clari-
ty, practical application and objectivity. 

 
Each agrees that there are different types of temperaments, but may disagree what these types are. 

 
The concept of Temperament that I use and highly recommend to you is defined by Wayne Davis of the West Virginia K9 
College as: 

 
“The physical and mental characteristics of an individual dog, made evident through its reaction to stimuli in its envi-
ronment.”  
The physical and mental characteristics or peculiarities of an individual dog, made evident through its reaction to physi-
cal and situational stimuli, that is, any change in its environment. 

 
This definition is not just a theoretical concept it is a practical working tool.  Davis’ concept of temperament has certain 
characteristics that cannot be separated from it. 

 
Characteristics of Temperament 
Temperament is primarily a function of the dog’s neurological makeup 

 
Temperament is 100% genetic; it is inherited, and fixed at the moment of the dog’s fertilization/conception/birth 

 
Temperament in the dog cannot be eliminated nor transformed from one type to another.  It cannot change during the 
dog’s lifetime.  It is the permanent mental/neurological characteristic of the individual dog.  But there may be an overlap 
of different temperaments in the same dog.   
 
For example sharpness may be seen with over aggression or submissiveness with being temperamental.  
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Environment, Socialization or Training can modify the expression of an individual dog’s temperament, but they cannot 
transform it nor eliminate it.  The dog will die with the temperament with which it was born.  
In other words, the sum total of the dog’s neurological and physical matrix that finds expression as a result of environ-
mental change (people, animal, physical context or situations), is its temperament.  This view of temperament is objec-
tive in its definition, and clear in its physical expression, and for this reason will form the platform of our subsequent 
discussion. 
 
Temperament is divided into two broad categories: Sound Temperament and Unsound Temperament. 
 
Sound Temperament  
The dog with a Sound Temperament is confident and self assertive.  He is sure of himself and investigates what he is 
unsure of.  He handles his environment with confidence and without fear. His approach to life and his environment is 
curious, assertive and investigative.  If startled or frightened, he recovers quickly from his fright.  
  
This wonderful ideal is not without its concerns.  This dog makes an excellent pet and worker, when under control, 
trained or managed by a handler who is a secure pack leader.  However if uncontrolled his self-assertiveness could 
lead to significant management problems.  Nonetheless the mental balance of this kind of dog makes him a joy to 
own, and more persons need to learn to learn the skill to manage this exemplary canine.  Having said this, it is clear 
that an older couple seeking a companion may be better served with a more submissive animal. 
 
Unsound Temperament  
The dog of Unsound Temperament does not display the above calm, confident, self assertive, non-fearful behav-
iour.  There is a range of behaviours considered to be unsound, but the following list can be taken as a complete or 
almost complete list of the variations: Sharp, Shy, Sharp-Shy, Submissive, Temperamental, Hyperactive, and Overag-
gressive. 

 
Sharp Temperament  
 A dog with a sharp temperament reacts (immediately) to individual environmental stimuli without thought.  The dog 
does not consider consequences.  It may jump sideways and run far away if startled by a slamming door, very reluc-
tant to return, if at all. The sharp dog recovers, but slowly.  The sharp dog may fearfully bark forever at the play of 
shadow across a doorway, or the light pattering of a small branch on the roof.  If the stimulus is innocent and continu-
ous, the sharp dog does not settle down and accept its innocence.  It continues to react without thought. It will not 
investigate.  
 
This dog may seem at first to be an excellent alarm dog, but extreme sharpness, coupled often with a lack of confi-
dence, could make it a perpetual nuisance to neighbours and household members.  
 
Shy Temperament  
The shy dog is afraid of unfamiliar people, places and things.  He is sensitive to noise and movement, and does not 
take initiative.  The shyer the dog is, the greater will be the amount of fear displayed.  This genetic/temperamental shy-
ness cannot be cured.  
Shyness may also be caused by improper environmental socialization or people experiences.   This shyness may be 
reversed to some extent by proper handling and training, but avoiding such an outcome right from the start is pre-
ferred.   Shyness must not be confused with submissiveness. 
 
Sharp-Shy Temperament  
The Sharp-Shy dog displays aggression based on fear; he is the classic “fear-biter.”  Being sharp, he responds with-
out thinking, and being shy, he is fearful.  This combination produces a dog that bites at any unfamiliarity without 
thinking.   Fear is a normal reaction in a normal dog to a perceived threat, but when the threat is over, the dog should 
recover quickly.  The sharp-shy dog recovers slowly; its fear may even paralyse it, and it may bite if touched.  It may 
be taught to adjust in a particular environment or situation, but when that situation changes, it will react again in fear 
and the behavioural cycle starts over again.  The Sharp-shy dog can never be fixed.  
 
Submissive Temperament 
The submissive dog readily surrenders authority and control to it leader; in other words, he easily accepts human 
leadership.  He tends to be meek and mild and non-threatening.  He has no desire to be in charge, and readily does 
what is asked.   This kind of dog makes an excellent pet and companion for most first time dog owners and the aver-
age family.  The temperamentally submissive dog may be, but is not necessarily, a “wimp.”  
Submissiveness is also a trait that may be produced environmentally, by abuse.  This should not be confused with the 
genetic submissive temperament.  
 
Temperamental 
A dog with this temperament suffers from failure of its central nervous system.  New environmental stimuli so over-
whelm this dog that it may shake uncontrollably or roll over.  The temperamental dog will empty its bladder and bow-
els seemingly unaware, in unfamiliar or stressful situations.   This dog is not just afraid - it cannot cope - with the 
stress.  Its nervous system is so overwhelmed that the dog loses control of its body and bodily functions.  
The temperamental dog is not usually aggressive, but it is important to remember that there is a lot of fear in this dog, 
and the fearful dog may respond by biting.  
This trait is one step down from submissive, and cannot be fixed.  
 
What type of companionship can this dog provide?  He may not be suitable for most homes but may be looked after 
by someone who feels generally compelled to offer and provide perpetual psychological coddling to this kind of 
dog.  This dog is not recommended.  
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Hyperactive Temperament 

 
The hyperactive dog is constantly moving, and generally moving fast.  He constantly wants to move by running and 
jumping.  If confined, he will pace incessantly and leap at walls, walk in circles or wag the tail non-stop.  This hyper-
activity is not normal but is the result of a metabolic malfunction (of the brain) that controls the body’s activity.  
This dog could be thoroughly destructive if kept in a confined apartment or small space.  
In some cases it may be difficult to separate temperamental hyperactivity from normal high energy in some dogs.  
 
Overaggressive Temperament 
The overaggressive dog reacts with more aggression than the situation suggests.  This extreme behaviour is often 
directed toward the handler and is usually in protest for having been asked to do something the dog does not want to 
do.  This dog does not turn off easily; he will come after you and hurt you.  It does not accept human leadership.  
An overaggressive dog should never be placed in a pet or companion situation. In fact if he is not in the hands of a 
professional handler, he should be put down.  
Before ending this topic two other temperamental traits require our attention.  They originate in the self-assertiveness 
of the dog (Sound Temperament) but may actually be looked upon as temperamental classes in their own 
right.  These are the traits of Dominance and Independence in dogs.  
 
Dominance 
The dominant dog strives to achieve pack leadership.  The more dominant he is, the less likely he is to accept human 
leadership and training.  He is confrontational.  Such a dog requires a skilled handler who can maintain pack leader-
ship at all times.  
Independence 
This dog does not want guidance or affection from other dogs or humans.  He does not encourage companionship; 
he cares nothing for praise or pleasing his handler.  The independent dog keeps his own company, is self directed 
and self reliant; he is not affectionate.  
 
Clearly, the independent dog would not make a good companion, and may function best as an out door “yard” dog.  
A dog with significant dominance and independence traits together, is just a slide away from being over aggressive.  
Even though critical periods, socialization and training may affect the temperament of a dog, they will never elimi-
nate any of its effects. 
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SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSNAKES 
 
Keep your pets away from snakes!  Summer is when snakes become active and are more likely to come into contact with your 
pet.  Murdoch University vet, Dr Katrin Swindells has issued some valuable tips on how to keep your pet safe during snake sea-
son. 
 
1. Snakeproof your property 
Many snakebites happen in backyards, particularly near bushland or in new developments where bushland is being cleared.  To 
make your property less attractive to snakes, clear thick undergrowth and long grass around your home. Snakes are attracted to 
areas with rats and mice, so take steps to keep rodents away from your property.  If you have bird aviaries, cave in any burrows 
that are formed, as snakes can use these to get into aviaries. 
 
2. Keep your pets away from snakes 
If you have a cat, try to keep it inside or in an outdoor enclosure, which is becoming increasingly common.  If you have a dog, try 
to keep it on a leash when you’re walking.  If this isn’t possible, pay close attention to the area you are walking through.  Keep 
your dog close to you if you are walking through long grass, you’re walking around lakes or dams that have a lot of frogs, or you’re 
in an area known to have a lot of snakes.  Pay attention if your dog starts to bark at something, or if your dog or cat starts to chase 
something. 
 
3. Act immediately – don’t wait for symptoms 
If your dog or cat has been in contact with a snake, take it to your vet to be assessed immediately.  Unlike when people are bitten 
by snakes, your pet may not show any obvious signs of snakebite.  They might not be in pain and the bite may not be visible at all, 
r may look like a minor scratch.  Symptoms of envenom nation can take less than an hour to show, and by that time it may be too 
late – so get help straight away.  Some envenomated animals may take 12-24 hours to show signs. 
 
4. Watch for unusual behaviour 
While many snakebites can initially go undetected, your dog or cat may show some symptoms if they were bitten by a highly ven-
omous snake.  Some pets will show symptoms known as pre-paraletic signs such as periods of wobbliness, collapsing, inappropri-
ate urination or defacation or vomiting.  Get them to your vet or emergency centre immediately. 
 
5. Try to identify the snake, but don’t kill it! 
If the snake is dead, take it to the vet with you to help your vet determine the right kind of anti-venom to treat your pet.  If you don’t 
know what kind of snake may have bitten your pet, your vet can run tests.  If the snake is still alive, don’t kill it.  This is illegal, and 
puts your own safety at risk at a time when your pet needs your full attention. 
6. Know basic pet first aid 
 
The most important thing to do if your dog or cat has been bitten by a snake is to get them to a vet immediately.  In some cases, 
your dog or cat may stop breathing before you arrive at your vet or emergency centre – so you may need to perform mouth-to-
nose resuscitation on the way.  Don’t use pressure bandages on your pet.  While humans are often bitten on their limbs, animals 
are usually bitten around their head, neck, shoulders and chest – so any type of pressure bandage could interfere with their 
breathing. 
7. Be prepared for emergencies 
 
If your dog or cat is bitten by a snake, treatments using anti venom from your vet could be lifesaving.  Anti- venom can be costly, 
ranging from around $300 up to $2,000 for each vial depending on the type.  Unfortunately, sometimes the cost of anti-venom 
means that not all owners can afford to get the treatment their dog or cat needs  – but having an emergency plan for your pet, 
such as pet insurance, could make all the difference. 
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Vets caution owners over dog treats  - May 4, 2015 

A growing number of dogs are suffering kidney problems after being fed pet treats an Adjunct Senior Lecturer in Small Animal 
Medicine at Murdoch University has found.   
 
Dr Sue Foster is one of the vets in Australia who works to identify and follow up on cases of acquired renal tubulopathy (also 
known as Fanconi’s syndrome) in dogs. 
 
She said the toxin which causes the illness had not been identified and a number of treats from a number of manufacturers could 
be involved. 
 
“It has been difficult to pinpoint the particular treats because Australian dog owners often feed so many different treat brands to 
their dogs,” said Dr Foster. 
 
“If dog owners want to feed treats, the best option is to use a small portion of commercial dog food, an appropriate morsel of hu-
man food or home-made treats prepared with veterinary advice. 
 
“If using commercial treats, then it would be wise to limit their feeding to an occasional special treat, for example, a small treat 
once or twice a week. If you are feeding commercial treats and your dog seems lethargic, is off its food, has an increased thirst 
and is urinating more regularly then it is best to see your vet who can carry out the appropriate tests. 
 
“The illness is normally very treatable with most dogs making a complete recovery if treats are removed from diets completely. But 
very occasionally more serious illness and death occurs. The cases we have seen are mostly in small dogs.” 
 
The American Veterinary Medical Association has also issued a warning to pet owners about treats after a growing number of 
Fanconi’s Syndrome cases in the United States. 
It says: “It is up to you to decide whether or not you will feed your dog chicken jerky treats. If you choose to do so, we recommend 
that you feed them in small quantities and only on occasion. This is especially important for small-breed dogs.” 
 
Dr Foster agreed with the warning but said the problem in Australia was not just confined to chicken jerky treats. 
She and her colleagues Dr Linda Fleeman and Dr Mary Thompson (who has just accepted an appointment as Associate Profes-
sor in Small Animal Medicine at Murdoch University), have identified the problem in dogs eating pig’s ears and other porcine prod-
ucts in addition to some chew-type products. While most seem to have an Asian origin for ingredients, it has not been confined to 
products made in Asia 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Myth 6: My pet needs treats???    Published December 8, 2013 

Following our killjoy post about Christmas hazards, now we're going to tell you why your pet doesn't need 

treats! And why they are happier without them. 

Don't worry. We're not going to report you to the RSPCA if you occasionally give in to those pleading 

brown eyes. We know treat feeding comes from the heart and later I even talk about ways to do it well. But 

we do hope that after reading this you will feel less like you have to give the treat, and less guilty if you 

don't. 

The problem is, of course, everything we say about what they are thinking can't be proven. We're all 

guessing what's going on behind that irresistible look. So let's start with a few agreed facts about food and 

health. 

Treats are foods which cause harm if not fed in small amounts. The foods you can tolerate are not the 

same as for your pet. Pets with large treat intakes are usually overweight and less healthy. Treat feeding 

can cause unpleasant changes in behaviour. 

The most common reply to these facts is usually something along the lines of: "But he just begs and begs 

until he gets it", or "he seems really hungry". All observations based around the fact that we care for our 

pets and we want to make them happy and we think the treat will do just that. 

http://www.petmd.com/dog/conditions/urinary/c_dg_fanconi_syndrome
https://www.avma.org/Pages/home.aspx
http://www.google.com.au/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjr8fics6PKAhWJlJQKHYmYDB4QjRwIBw&url=http%3A%2F%2Fgadgetsforthekitchen.com%2Feasy-homemade-dog-treats&psig=AFQjCNH1LJCrFPoFaV2rK9Gqo3O83zRdiA&ust=14526580215762
http://www.google.com.au/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjnnuWFtaPKAhXFGJQKHeUZCMQQjRwIBw&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.foodsafetynews.com%2F2013%2F11%2Fdog-treats-recalled-for-salmonella-risk%2F&psig=AFQjCNH1LJCrFPoFaV2rK9Gqo
http://www.google.com.au/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwj9wMbKtaPKAhWJjZQKHRJ_BQsQjRwIBw&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.dogtreatkitchen.com%2Ffree-dog-treat-recipes.html&psig=AFQjCNH1LJCrFPoFaV2rK9Gqo3O83zRdiA&ust=145265802157
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No one is denying they really want the treat. However, we think that the reason it is so treasured has almost nothing 

to do with flavour. Please don't try this but I bet if you prepared and ate dog biscuits every meal and gave your pet 

prepackaged gourmet meals they would beg for the dog biscuits.  

What's going on here? Eating for dogs is intensely social. You are semi-godlike figures eating nectar of the gods. 

You're also spending a lot of your precious time making it and they crave every minute we devote to them. It's about 

who eats the food, and how much time is spent. Now think again about the 'fussy' dog. He's got people fussing over 

him, giving him a choice of foods, feeling very important. This, by the way, is where the behaviour issues can come 

from, especially in entire males.  

Now at this point, clients who have seen myself (Andrew) will probably have already heard my wolf lifestyle theories 

and the gambling analogy. Both are my thoughts to explain begging behaviour.  

Wolves first. The most important thing to know about wolf packs is that as hunters, they are rubbish. Sorry wolves, 

but anyone who succeeds at something at only one of ten attempts isn't exactly hyper-efficient. However, they sup-

plement their infrequent kills with continuous scavenging, including vegetable matter, insects, lizards, rodents etc. 

And when they make a kill, it's a big animal, and they GORGE themselves. Who knows how many days’ supply they 

pack away while they can. This is also because looming on the horizon is Winter. Only those with sufficient body fat 

will survive without hibernating in a frozen landscape.            

Our dogs still have that opportunistic, desperate wolf running their bodies, and driving their attitude to food. We've all 

accidentally fed our dogs twice without realising at the time. There is no such thing as a 'full' wolf or a 'full' dog. If the 

right food comes along, they are up for it. So are they feeling hungry? I don't think so. Do they need it like they are 

saying? Definitely not.  

 This brings me to the gambling analogy. I see dogs (and wolves) as having an almost obsessional attitude to food. It 

depends a little on the personality and breed of course but to me, each time we feed them it's like a shower of coins 

from the Poker Machine. If we start feeding treats, it's like a gambling addict being forced to live with a poker ma-

chine. If it may jackpot any time, I'd better play it all day. So are they happier getting treats? I don't think so. I think 

the best thing you can do for a dog is to structure their feeding so they can predict the times and amounts. Then they 

can relax and forget about food the rest of their day, and go sleep in the sun instead.  

And there is even a place for treats in a structured diet. They key element is consistency. They can be used as a 

consistent behaviour reward such as toilet training. Or at an identical time of day, in quantities not likely to unbalance 

a good diet. A crust from breakfast every day won't hurt them. Do ask them to sit for it though.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The last thing I usually say to treat feeders is this. Imagine your dog is elderly, and can talk. You ask him, "tell me 

what made your life great, what made you happy?"  

I doubt anyone would seriously think the dog would talk about food.  

Food is instant gratification.  

I think we all know what they would say: 
You took me for walks. 
You played with me. 
You talked to me and patted me without being asked. 
You held me when I was scared. 
When I had that prickle, you got it out 
 

http://www.google.com.au/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwirlsKTt6PKAhVGupQKHQ-LCNYQjRwIBw&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.dogtreatkitchen.com%2Fhealthy-dog-treat-recipes.html&psig=AFQjCNH1LJCrFPoFaV2rK9Gqo3O83zRdiA&ust=145265802
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Homemade Dog Treats 

Be very careful using other people's recipes. For example, many commercial stocks contain onion or gar-

lic, and salt and fat levels are often too high. 

 

Andrew's Easy Dog Biscuits 

These treats always get Andrew's dogs to come running and have been great for training them to like the 

new kitten (when the kitten doesn't steal them). Some of the cheese in this recipe can be easily substitut-

ed for meats such as crumbled liver treat, chopped bacon or homemade jerky.   You could use this recipe 

for cats with finely chopped fish instead of veges. Carbohydrates are less suited for cats but it isn't a prob-

lem at treat levels.  

dog treat dough ball  

Ingredients    
2 cups wholemeal flour. 
1 egg. 
½ cup grated cheese. 
½ cup grated fruit or vegetable (our dogs love                                                                                             
capsicum, or you could use zucchini, carrot or apple). 
Water to create a firm dough (around ½ cup). 

 
Directions 
Preheat oven to 160°C. 
Mix all ingredients in a bowl. 
Knead dough until it forms a ball 
Roll dough out onto baking paper until ½ cm thick. Any more and it won't dry. 
Cut into slices. Ours are 1 cm wide. (you can get fancy and cut out shapes if you prefer) 
Place on oven tray and cook for 30 minutes 
Cool and store in an airtight container  
dog treat finished product 
 

Hills Pet Nutrition Homemade Treat Recipe  
 
This simple recipe uses Hills Science Diet canned food. It can be augmented with your own healthy fla-
vours based on what your dog or cat likes. 
Open the can and shake the loaf of food out of the can. 
Cut the loaf into 1/4" thick slices, and then cut the slices into bite-sized pieces. 
Bake the treats in a microwave oven on high for approximately 2½ to 3 minutes. For a conventional oven, 
follow the instructions above and place the bite-sized pieces on an ungreased cookie sheet and bake at 
180 degrees for approximately 30 minutes or until crispy. 
 
Store baked treats in the refrigerator and discard leftovers after 5-7 days. 
Homemade treats should not exceed 10% of your pet's total daily intake 
 

Diandra's Kong Stuffing 

Mix 2 tablespoons bran cereal with 1 teaspoon of melted low salt peanut butter 
Add some chopped up apple and carrot bits 
Seal one end of the Kong with a small amount of low fat cream cheese and fill with mixture. 
Add a few dog kibble and a few almonds or cashews. 
Fill up to the top with low salt liquid beef stock, sit upright in a container and seal the end with more cream 
cheese. 
Freeze overnight 

https://www.google.com.au/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwiX19jbs6PKAhXHX5QKHQsLDrMQjRwIBw&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cesarsway.com%2Fdog-care%2Fnutrition%2Frecipes-for-quick-and-healthy-dog-treats&psig=AFQjCNH1LJCrFPoFaV2
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13 Fruits & Veggies That Make Great Dog Treats 
 

Looking for some easy dog training treats? I was too and I kept finding myself asking “can my dog eat that?” when looking at all 
of the human foods we have in our house. But after doing some research I figured out which fruits and vegetables made safe 
options for dog treats. 

I love using fruits and veggies for treats; they’re healthy, low in calories, and something I’ve already got on hand. Check out this 
list of 13 fruits and veggies that make great dog training treats. 

Treats Are Great, But Use in Moderation 

No matter what healthy treat you decide to use when training your dog moderation is key. Fruits have an abundance of natural 
sugar so stick with a few small pieces at a time. Make sure to wash thoroughly and remove seeds before serving. 

According to recent statistics over half of U.S. pets are overweight. Although fruits & veggies tend to be low in calories they can 
add up quickly. 

The Benefits of Fruits & Veggies as Dog Treats 

The reason I stick to using my own fruits & veggies is because I can easily control the portion size. Besides Zukes I haven’t seen 
many dog training treats that come in a nice small size. Have you looked at the size of most dog treats lately? They’re huge. 

The other benefit of course is knowing exactly what my dog is consuming. I don’t have to worry about ingredients I’m not familiar 
with, nor the ones I can’t even begin to pronounce. Here’s a list of the 13 fruits and veggies I use for dog treats. 

Carrots 
If my dog Laika had her way I’d be using carrots everyday – she absolutely loves them. They’re easy to clean, peel, and chop up 
so I’m also a big fan. If you don’t like chopping and peeling you can use baby carrots. Carrots are high in fiber, low in calories, a 
good source of beta carotene and vitamin A. Their extra crunchiness also makes them good for your dog’s teeth. Carrots are 
pretty high in carbohydrates so use in moderation. 
 
Sugar Snap Peas 
These are Laika’s favorite by far – and they’re pretty nutrient rich. They just need a quick washing and they’re ready to go. You 
won’t see my trimming Laika’s nails without a few of these on hand. Snap peas are a good source of fiber, protein, phosphorus, 
folate, zinc, manganese, and potassium. They’re also a great source of vitamins C & K. 
 
Green Beans 
When I give Laika green beans she seems a bit perplexed; I think she assumes they’re going to be snap peas. She’ll eat them 
regardless but she always pauses for a moment. They’re a great source of fiber, manganese, and vitamins A, C & K. To use as 
training treats I was them thoroughly and cut the ends off. 
 
Apples 
These are Laika’s second favorite treat. Because apples generally have the highest concentration of pesticides out of any fruit 
make sure you wash thoroughly. Remove the stem, core, and seeds before giving these to your dog.  
 
Blueberries 
These can be a bit messy but they’re easy to manage when frozen. Their small size makes them a perfect little training treat. 
They’re low in fat, high in fiber and vitamin C. A 2006 study found that supplementing sled dogs’ diets with blueberries increased 
the amount of antioxidants in their bodies. Blueberries have a tendency to stain everything; I recommend using these for 
outdoor training only. 
 
Sweet Potatoes 
Some of our favorite recipes use sweet potatoes; they make long lasting treats. They are excellent sources of Vitamins A, B5, B6 
and C and they’re high in fiber, manganese, and potassium. To use them as treats I’d suggest using a food dehydrator or boiling 
them first. You can chop them up into little bite sized snacks or serve them in larger “chips.” 
 
Watermelon (without seeds) 
In the summertime I’ve always got some watermelon on hand. They’re an excellent source of water (92%), potassium, magnesi-
um, and vitamins A & C. Make sure you buy seedless watermelon or take the time to remove the seeds and rind before serving. 
 
Strawberries 
Who doesn’t love strawberries? They’re full of fiber, magnesium, potassium, iodine, and folic acid. They also contain omega 3 
fatty acids and plenty of vitamins B1, B6, C and K. To use as a treat I remove the top and cut in half after washing thoroughly. 
 
Bananas 
When using bananas as training treats I like to dice them up and freeze them. Bananas are high in potassium, fiber, and magne-
sium. They also contain plenty of vitamin B6 & C. Laika loves them, but my previous dog wouldn’t go near them; your mileage 
may vary. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

http://www.cbsnews.com/news/more-than-half-of-u-s-pets-are-overweight-or-obese-survey-finds/
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B000H0ZJHW/ref=as_li_tl?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=390957&creativeASIN=B000H0ZJHW&linkCode=as2&tag=puplea-20&linkId=NM6CIUUXNX4OPLZX
http://www.cbc.ca/news/health/apples-top-list-for-pesticide-contamination-in-2014-1.2634980
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16520073
http://www.puppyleaks.com/simple-dog-treat-recipes/
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Cantaloupe (Rock Melon) 
I was surprised by how well Laika loved cantaloupe once she actually tried it. She spent so much time thoroughly inspecting it 
before she dared touch it. Cantaloupe contains vitamins A, B and C. It also contains high amounts of beta carotene and potassi-
um. Before giving to your dog make sure you remove the seeds and rind. 
 
Celery 
Laika loves plain old celery – just like many dogs she’s a fan of super crunchy things. Celery is a great source of vitamins A, B, 
and C, calcium, potassium, iron, sodium, and phosphorus. It doesn’t get much simpler than washing and chopping up celery. 
 
Cucumber 
Another great healthy option that’s low in calories. Cucumbers are an excellent source of vitamin K. To make them into dog 
training treats I cut them in half lengthwise to remove the seeds. Then they’re washed and chopped up into bite sized pieces.  
 
Pumpkin 
There are numerous health benefits to pumpkin which make people refer to it as a super fruit. It’s a low calorie fruit rich in vita-
mins A & C, beta carotene, potassium, calcium, zinc, fiber, and magnesium. Canned or cooked fresh pumpkin is preferred – 
dogs can even have pumpkin seeds in moderation. 

http://www.pet360.com/dog/nutrition/is-pumpkin-good-for-my-pet/Ob7HOgPkQk-5B5vwSVndSg

